
PROOF

OF 
WORK

TODAY 

LET’S GO 

FOR 1 HOUR

LAST TIME YOU 
UNPLUGGED FOR 
45 MIN

“Return Player”

wake up early (detection method - on phone move after not moving, or healthkit)

drink water (photo/video upload w proof of work code)

eat a %#%$% salad (photo/video upload w proof of work code)

staring contest - whoever does blank first loses (photo/video upload w proof of fail code)

go to bed early (on phone move after not moving, or healthkit)

just showing up (GPS triggered on entry to geofence)


TBD (could be low-code or web app or iOS testflight wrapped around typescript plus postgres/mongo/mysql)

user taps

on list to upload 

proof of work
opens camera

upload y/n?

proof of work

pending review


by friend or admin

alert

proof of work approved


reward released

Tara is confirming you  

ate a F$%&!@ salad!

Upload a photo of your 
F$%&!@ salad.

Tell us what you 
accomplished!

Want to motivate  
next? Choose a prompt for 
her!

Tara

gets link

“player” needs 
motivation for 
stretch goal

s/y shares

proof of work

from “player” 

s/y prompts

did they do it? y/n

s/y sends reward

to “player”

if y, s/y prompts

choose reward

Since Matt DID eat a 
F$%&!@ salad - want 
to send him a 
congratulations GIF?

Matt has invited you to 
motivate him in the 

!schoolyard

Matt said he 

ate a F$%&!@ salad!

Send  a GIF to 
celebrate!

 MattHey Tara, 

did  eat a 
F$%&!@ salad?

Matt

TBD (could be web app or iOS testflight wrapped around typescript plus postgres/mongo/mysql)

s/y detects

activity type

s/y prompts confirm 
activity type y/n?

s/y prompts

reach goal

s/y plays cheer

(opt: spatial audio)

s/y provides RT

reach goal countdown

s/y detects goal reached 
plays +

s/y prompts “player”

to send motivation back 

to “motivator” 

timed unplug/meditation (detection method - motion of phone or headphone gyro)

cardio or steps (detection method - healtkit API or tryterra.co tracker)

(future: heart rate, stairs and hills, leg day, abs, pushups, stretching...github check-ins/coding velocity? lol)

Are you starting a 
timed unplug? Yes I am.

Last time you 
unplugged for 
1 minute, lets 
try for 1 
minute 30 
seconds today!

You got this 
, 
, come on 

you can do it!

Matt stay a lil 
longer

YAY ! You did it, I’m MATT
here for you any time!

Want to send some 
motivation back?

alert on

success or fail

“player” status:

pending

step 3:

record +

step 2:

choose + or -

step 1:

record cheer

s/y says “player” 
needs motivationgets link

pending

Let’s see if your motivation 
helped Matt unplug for 30 
seconds longer today!

Matt met his goal in part 
thanks to you!



Let Matt know if he can 
motivate you!

YAY
You did it, I’m here for 
you any time

 MATT! 


!

You got this 
, 
, come on 

you can do it!

Matt stay a lil 
longer

Next send a congrats message

for when they hit their goal. 

Get ready to record.

Hey Tara, 

 is in 

the schoolyard and 
chose you to  
him to stay longer- can 
you 

Matt meditating 
 

motivate

record a cheer for 
him??

Matt has invited you to 
motivate him in the 

!schoolyard

“Player”

ADMIN (Dave)

“Motivator”

“Player”

“Asynch Activities”

“Asynch Architecture”

“Motivator”

“Player”

“Real-Time Activities”

“Real-Time Architecture”

welcome to s/y how this demo

works

invite a friend to help you 
out


(or choose “default dave”)

put on headphones

and press play to begin 

demo

clicks link to open

 web app or testflight

home screen w/

“race” lanes that double


as group progress timelines

and daily leaderboards

for async activities

you tap and hold


opens small photo aperature

with “proof of work”

or “proof of fail”


written on it

for sync activities

app auto-detects


future: link to music

link to sensors


mission-based team play

dave sends demo link blast to potential investors and partners 
(invites to become a “player” in the Schoolyard)

Build Time Frame: ASAP (2-3 Weeks)



Ideal Team: 1 iOS + 1 Typescript Ninja plus DB abilities (experience 
with iOS a plus)



Design/Audio Assets to be provided



Goal: Develop a delightful “demo” of Schoolyard’s Real-time and 
Asynchronous “motivation-in-the-moment” engine for potential 
investors and partners.



Budget: TBD (MVB minimum viable budget small but non-zero ) 

Sprint #1:   “Meditation/Active Breathing/Unplug” [player + motivator flows]



Sprint #2:   “Eat a !@#$% salad” Async Activities 



Sprint #3:   “Cardio/Steps” w/ Spatial Audio (optional)

“Demo” Specs v0.1

WELCOME TO THE 

SCHOOLYARD




schoolyard.team


Hey 

 are 

you 

going 
running?

JZ




